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            Quodes. A contraction of Quality & Design.


            
Quodes is a design driven Dutch furniture

company founded in 2006 with the intent

of creating quality in design.

We offer contemporary and authentic pieces with a timeless quality designed for

the private home, office environment and hospitality spaces. With Quodes designs you can turn any space in an attractive and inspiring place.

We create furniture with a soul, personal in style with the intent to become your ‘lifetime companions’.
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            [image: Stammtisch oval - Oval table - Alfredo Häberli - Quodes]Stammtisch Oval
€ 4.275,00 – € 6.075,00
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€ 4.275,00 – € 5.575,00
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€ 3.075,00 – € 5.575,00
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€ 2.795,00 – € 4.295,00
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€ 395,00
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                            The Florian Hotel, Hoofddorp (2021)


                            Transformation of an office building to an attractive 150 room hotel by the amazing interior architects of Workshop of Wonders. Our  multi-functional Hexagon mark the transition from wet space to sleeping area in the suites. In the other rooms our Collar bookcases are used for storage of bath towels, the vault and other things. Opening spring 2021.

Featured products:

Hexagon

Collar Bookcase
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                            The Florian Hotel, Hoofddorp (2021)

                        

                    

                                
                        
                            Hyatt Hotel, Zurich (2021)


                            Hyatt Regency Zurich Airport The Circle is located close to Zurich Airport. All hotel rooms contain a Stammplatz in black oak and upholstered seat. The typical shape of the chair adds warmth to an attractive contemporary hotel room.

Featured product:

Stammplatz




                                                            https://quodes.com/wp-content/uploads/2021/05/Hyatt-zurich-ref.png
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                            Hyatt Hotel, Zurich (2021)

                        

                    

                                
                        
                            Town hall IJsselstein


                            A large round Stammtisch table with Stammplatz chairs invites visitors to meet in the public area of the Town Hall IJsselstein interior. A project by Workshop of Wonders.

Featured products:

Stammplatz

Stammtisch
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                            Town hall IJsselstein

                        

                    

                                
                        
                            Zentrum Paul Klee


                            During the exhibition “Walk the Line” paintings of Paul Klee were exhibited alongside designs by Alfredo Häberli. The central theme “Walk the Line” bridged the way of working of both artists, between design of objects and drawing. The Stammplatz chair, design Alfredo Häberli was exhibited among many other objects created by the designer. The back of the chair got a special place in the museum as example of the ‘endless lines’, which Häberli likes to exploit.

Featured product:

Stammplatz
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                            Zentrum Paul Klee

                        

                    

                                
                        
                             “Surround Things”  , Museum für Gestaltung, Zurich (2008)


                            Quodes’ cabinets Pattern and Empire were exhibited during the solo exhibition of Swiss-Argentinian designer Alfredo Häberli, organised by the Museum für Gestaltung, Zurich. The theme was “Surround Things” and took place in 2008.
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                             “Surround Things”  , Museum für Gestaltung, Zurich

                        

                    

                                
                        
                            Stammtisch 


                            A custom made 400 cm long Stammtisch, design Alfredo Häberli, was installed in the meeting place of Workshop of Wonders in Utrecht. During the development process of this new length, we learned that tables until 490 cm can be offered. Image by JR Imageworks.

Featured product:

Stammtisch
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                            Stammtisch 400cm, Workshop of Wonders Utrecht 
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